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ABSTRACT
Corn Objective Yield Survey s••ple plots are cross-classified on
"the basis of two alternative procedures for post-stratifying the
sample into maturity categories. A null model of s~.try, using
a multinomial sampling model, is adopted to test for systematic
differences in the manner the two procedures post-stratify the
sample. Significant differences between the operational and non-
invasive procedures for post-stratifying the sample were detected
for most states in"Auqust and September.
Jacknifed forecast errors tended to be larger when yield forecast
equations were estimated with the sample post-stratified by the
non-invasive procedure •.
KEYWORDS: Symmetric tables, multinomial sample model, product-
multinomial sample model, jacknife.
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SUMMARY

Using the incorrect forecast equation and contaminating the data
used to estimate the forecast equations are two types of errors
which can arise due to the invasive nature of the operational
procedure for post-stratifying the corn objective yield sample
into maturity categories. A non-invasive procedure for post-
stratifying sample plots into maturity categories was implemented
in the "Corn Objective Yield Survey on a parallel test basis in
1985.

There was a significant difference in the post-stratification of
the sample between the non-invasive research procedure and the
invasive operational procedure. Furthermore, forecast models
estimated within maturity categories determined by the oper-
ational procedure tended to have smaller average forecast errors
than when the maturity categories were determined by the research
procedure. This study was not designed to allow definitive
conclusions about why the observed differences exist. However,
the two procedures do not result in the same post-stratification
of the sample, and the forecast errors appear to be larger with
the research procedure, it is recommended that the research
effort be discontinued, and that the current operational
procedure for post-stratifying the sample into maturity
categories be retained.
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CORN OBJECTIVE YIELD: OPERATIONAL vs. NON-INVASIVE
MATUlUTY CATEGORY DETERMJ:NATIONS

Ronald J. Steele

INTRODUCTION
The National Agricultural statistics Service (NASS) of the u.s.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) conducts monthly Corn Objective
Yield (COY) surveys from August through November to forecast end-
of-season yield of corn for grain for the ten major corn
producing states. Gross yield is forecast using different equa-
tions for each maturity category. Samples are post-stratified
into maturity categories based on observable plant and/or fruit
characteristics. Once ears have formed, the husks are pulled
back on the first five ears outside a pre-specified plot and row
to observe the maturity stage. Due to the invasive nature of the
operational procedure, different ears must be used each month.
The plot and row numbers are rotated each month to obtain matur-
ity category determinations from ears which have not previously
been husked. This rotation, the variability of the maturity
stage of ears within a field, and the fact that determinations
are made on ears outside the sample plots creates the potential
for post-stratifying sample units into an incorrect maturity
category. The two primary errors ~hich arise as a result of
misclassification are: 1) using the incorrect forecast equation ;
and 2) contaminating the data used to develop the forecast
equations.
A non-invasive procedure for post-stratifying the sample into
maturity categories was tested parallel with the operational
procedure in 1985. The new procedure required the enumerators to
examine the ears inside each sample plot, without damaging the
ears, and subjectively evaluate the average maturity for the
plot.
This study examines the relationship between the maturity
categories samples are assigned to by the two procedures to
determine if the two procedures result in approximately the same
post-stratification of the sample. Forecast errors are compared
between models developed within maturity categories as determined
by the two procedures.
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METHODOLOGY
A brief description of the COY sampling, data collection and
forecasting methodologies is included here. More comprehensive
discussions are contained in [4].
Table 1 shows the numbers of samples selected within each state
in the COY program.

TABLE 1: Corn Objective Yield Sample Size for 1985 and 1986.

Sample Size
Aug. 1 Sept. 1

.l/ Until
State Harvest
Illinois 130 260
Indiana 105 210
Iowa 120 240
Michigan 55 110
Minnesota 105 210
Missouri 75 150
Nebraska 120 240
Ohio 95 190
South Dakota 70 140
Wisconsin 85 170
10 State Total 960 1,920

Sample units consist of two plots. Each plot is fifteen feet
long and contains two rows. The plots are located within
selected corn fields by counting pre-assigned, random numbers of
rows and paces into the selected field. Fields are systemat-
ically selected with probabilities proportional to size from a
list of fields identified during the June Enumerative Survey as
being planted with corn for grain. Counts, measurements and
observations of plant characteristics are made within these
sample plots during the monthly survey periods.
The operational procedure for determining the maturity category
changes as the growing season progresses. The enumerators husk
the first five ears or silked ear shoots beyond Row 1 of Unit 2
for the August survey and beyond Row 1 of Unit 1 for the Septem-
ber survey. For the October and November surveys, the enumer-
ators husk the first five ears with kernel formation beyond Row 2
of Units 1 and 2, respectively. If ears or silked ear shoots are
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not yet present, the sample is assigned to maturity category 1.
Otherwise, the enumerators assess and code the maturity stage of
each of the five ears using the following coding scheme: 2 - pre-
blister; 3 - blister; 4 - milk; 5 - dough; 6 - dent; and 7 -
mature. The sample is post-stratified into maturity categories
based on the sum of the coded maturity stages of the five ears.
The alternative non-invasive procedure being examined in this
study required the enumerators to subjectively evaluate the
average maturity stage of all ears in each plot, without damaging
any of the ears. The enumerators then assigned one of the
maturity codes listed above to the plot. The appendix contains
copies of the survey instrument used to gather these data.
The maturity category of the sample affects which measurements
are made, which forecast equations are used, when the enumerator
harvests the sample plots, and which historic observations are
grouped together to estimate the forecast equations for each
maturity category.
When the corn reaches maturity, a count is made of the final
number of ears in the sample plots, and the ears are harvested
and weighed. A sample of ears is sent to a laboratory to deter-
mine an adjustment factor for converting field weight to grain
weight at 15.5% moisture. This adjustment factor is applied to
the weight of the ears harvested from the sample unit, and the
result divided by the final number of ears to obtain the final
average grain weight per ear. Final gross yield is calculated
from the final number of ears, final average grain weight per
ear, and the size of the sample plots. Post-harvest gleaning

.surveys are conducted to estimate the harvest loss. Estimated
harvest loss is subtracted from final gross yield to obtain final
net yield.
With data from the five previous years' COY surveys, simple
linear regression models are used to estimate relationships
between counts (or measurements) obtained during the growing
season and counts made when the corn is mature. Forecasts of the
final number of ears and average grain weight per ear are
computed by applying these estimated regression relationships to
counts and measurements made during the current growing season.
Counts of stalks, stalks with ears, or number of ears are used as
the predictor variable for final number of ears, depending on the
stage of physiological development (maturity stage). Average
kernel row length and average cob length over the husk are used
to.predict average grain weight per ear once the crop reaches a
maturity stage sufficient to make these measurements. A historic
average grain weight per ear is used prior to the development of
kernels on ears. The yield forecast (bushels/acre) is computed
by taking the product of the forecast number of ears, the fore-
cast grain weight per ear and a multiplicative constant, divided
by the area in the sample unit. Salient features of the
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forecasting procedures, beyond those described above, are:
a) generally speaking, forecasts for number of ears and

average grain weight per ear are each a weighted average
of two forecasts, with weights based on average R2 values
of the estimated regression relationships across maturity
categories. In some maturity categories, historic
averages or observed data are used instead of forecasts
from models;

b) regression relationships are estimated using data for the
same state, district, month and maturity category from
the previous years;

c) automated outlier/leverage-point detection and removal
procedures are used in developing the forecast equations;

d) if there are insufficient data from previous years
within some maturity category to estimate the regression
relationships, a forecast equation from another maturity
category, month or year is used. In selecting the fore-
cast equation to be substituted, equations from within
the same month are considered first, then equations from
other months, and finally equations from other years.

e) if the estimated intercept parameter is negative, the
model is forced through the origin (zero intercept). If
the slope parameter is negative, a regression equation
from another maturity category, month or year is substi-
tuted following the procedures discussed in (d) above.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Tests for Systematic Misclassification
The non-invasive, research determinations of maturity category
were made for each of the two plots in the sample unit. The
invasive, operational determination was made for the entire
sample unit based solely on observations made outside one of the
plots. For the purposes of this analysis the original sample
design was ignored, plots were treated as the sample units, and
both plots were assigned to the same maturity category for the
operational procedure. Within a month and state, the number of
plots classified into each maturity category by the two
procedures can be crosstabulated as follows:
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OPERATIONAL MATURITY CATEGORY
Fre 1 2 7 Total
R M 1 Xu X12 X17 xl+E A 2 X2l X22 X27 X2+S T.
E
A C
R A 7 x71 x72 xn x7+
C T.
H Total x+l x+2 x+7 x++

where X;j is the count of the number of plots classified into
maturity category 1 by the research procedure, and maturity
category j by the operational procedure. The maturity category
is assumed known for the plots included in the counts along the
diagonal - the plots where both procedures resulted in the same
maturity category determination. Otherwise, we presume that
either procedure may have classified the plot into an incorrect
maturity category. The overall sample size in a month and state,
x++, is considered fixed, and each of the xi+and x+jare random.
A multinomial sample model is appropriate under these
assumptions. We adopt a null model of symmetry:

where m· ·=E (x .. ) •lJ lJ

This null model in essence states that there are no systematic
patterns of misclassification by the two procedures. The maximum
likelihood estimates of the m;.'s are: m;j-(X;j+Xj;)/2
[Bishop, Fienberg & Holland, pp.28~-283]. When 1-j, th1s reduces

A •••to mi;=x;;. The asymptot1cally ch1-squared goodness-of-f1t
statistic used to test the hypothesis of symmetry is:

Xl. r (X;j-x ..)2/(x ..+x.)
;>j Jl lJ Jl

Since not all cells will have non-zero values within a given
month and state, we consider the 1,jth cell to be structurally
zero if and only if m;j=o. This is equivalent to the condition
X;j=xj;=o.• ~he appropriate degrees of freedom is the number of
cells W1th m;j7'o,1>j.

The ten states within a given month have independently selected
samples, with sample ·sizespre-established for each state. Thus,
over the ten states within a given month, we have a product-
multinomial sample model, and the goodness-of-fit statistic for
testing the hypothesis of symmetry over all ten states
simultaneously is:
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Xl= I: X~ where X~ is the goodness-of-fit statistic
k

for the kth state on dk degrees of freedom. This statistic is
asymptotically chi-squared on L dk d.f.

k

The goodness-of-fit statistics for the model of symmetry are
presented, by month, in Table 2. In those tables, the effective
sample sizes are tabulated, as well as the total sample size.
The effective sample size is the number of plots where the
maturity categories the plot was classified into by the two
procedures differed. Also included in the table is the Goodman-
Kruskal coefficient of association for ordered categories
[Kendall & stuart, pp.585-586].
Table 2: Chi-Squared Test of Hypothesis of Symmetry

August
10 States 122.80

df

30 0.000

N

1582

Effec- Goodman-
tive N Kruskal

182

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska 01
Nebraska 02
Ohio
So. Dakota
Wisconsin

September
10 States
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska 01
Nebraska 02
Ohio
So. Dakota
Wisconsin

15.11
19.62
21.64
6.00

12.00
8.43

10.00
9.00
4.00
7.00

10.00

129.83

11.39
16.32
9.27

11.25
14.59
8.52
8.00

10.11
9.20

19.00
12.18

3
3
4
2
2
6
3
3
2
1
1

48

5
4
4
4
5
3
4
4
6
5
4

0.002
<0.001
<0.001
0.050
0.003
0.208
0.019
0.029
0.135
0.008
0.002

0.000

0.044
0.003
0.055
0.024
0.012
0.036
0.092
0.039
0.163
0.002
0.016

224
182
200
86

176
134
62

128
152
104
134

3156

456
336
418
182
338
258
136
252
318
202
260

24
33
33

6
12
25
10

9
13
7

10

354

55
41
36
29
30
33
11
19
50
25
25

0.78
0.62
0.56
0.86
0.85
0.74
0.71
0.80
0.83
0.86
0.85

0.80
0.82
0.86
0.68
0.82
0.82
0.86
0.86
0.78
0.80
0.80

(Continued on next page)
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and c= 1: x',
i<j , J

This statistic is

Table 2 (con't): Chi-Squared Test of Hypothesis of Symmetry

X2 df Pr>X2 N Effec- Goodman-
tive N Kruskal

October
10 States 51.64 32 0.015 3114 210
Illinois 6.77 2 0.034 450 16 0.96
Indiana 2.00 2 0.368 330 18 0.93
Iowa 4.38 2 0.112 416 19 0.93
Michigan 1.17 4 0.884 176 29 0.69
Minnesota 3.20 5 0.669 336 26 0.82
Missouri 3.74 2 0.154 258 17 0.93
Nebraska 01 1.14 2 0.565 136 8 0.90
Nebraska 02 3.80 3 0.284 252 11 0.91
Ohio 9.57 4 0.048 306 25 0.88
So. Dakota 4.00 3 0.262 194 8 0.87
Wisconsin 11.88 3 0.008 260 33 0.69

November
10 States 41.67 21 0.005 2984 145
Illinois 6.23 1 0.013 446 13 0.97
Indiana 0.40 1 0.527 310 10 0.97
Iowa 4.46 1 0.035 406 11 0.97
Michigan 0.90 2 0.638 164 18 0.88
Minnesota 5.33 4 0.255 314 17 0.94
Missouri 2.78 1 0.096 254 9 0.97
Nebraska 01 2.00 1 0.157 136 2 0.98
Nebraska 02 2.00 1 0.157 240 8 0.97
Ohio 11.23 3 0.010 296 18 0.94
So. Dakota 1.29 3 0.732 182 17 0.90
Wisconsin 5.06 3 0.168 236 22 0.90

In the first two months, there are significant departures from
the null model for almost all states. In the last two months,
the hypothesis of symmetry seems reasonable for most states.
For state and month combinations where we reject the hypothesis
of symmetry, a McNemar-like statistic is computed to determine if
either procedure has a tendency to classify the plots into higher
maturity categories. [Bishop, Fienberg & Holland, p.285]. The
McNemar-like test statistic:

X2= (b-c)2/(b+c) where b= ,1: xij
1>J

is asymptotically chi-squared on 1 d.f.
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presented in Table 3. Also presented is the number of times the
research procedure assigned plots into a higher maturity category
than the operational procedure (Research MC Higher), and vice
versa (Operational MC Higher).

Table 3: McNemar-like Test for One Procedure Classifying
Plots Into Higher Maturity categories

August
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan
Minnesota
Nebraska 01
Nebraska 02
So. Dakota
Wisconsin

September
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska 02
So. Dakota
Wisconsin

October
Illinois
Ohio
wisconsin

November
Illinois
Iowa
Ohio

8.17
10.94
13.36
2.67
3.00
0.40
0.11
7.00

10.00

5.26
0.02
5.83
2.13
0.03
0.05
0.36
0.36

6.25
4.84
0.03

6.23
4.46
8.00

Pr> X2

0.004
0.001
0.000
0.102
0.083
0.527
0.739
0.008
0.002

0.022
0.876
0.016
0.144
0.862
0.818
0.548
0.548

0.012
0.027
0.862

0.013
0.035
0.005

8

Research
MC Hiqher

5
26
27
1
3
6
4
o
o

36
20
21
19
17
10
11
14

3
7

16

2
2
3

Operational
MC Hiqher

19
7
6
5
9
4
5
7

10

19
21
8

11
16

9
14
11

13
18
17

11
9

15
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Forecast Errors
To the extent possible, operational procedures were used to
estimate the forecast equations, generate the forecasts, and
estimate the forecast errors. Forecast equations were estimated
within maturity categories, as determined by the two procedures •
Since this research project was not carried out for several
years, we could not use data from previous years to estimate the
regression relationships. Jacknife procedures [Efron, pp.1-3]
were used to obtain yield forecasts independent from the forecast
equations while using only one years' data. Essentially, with n
observations for a given month and maturity category combination,
one observation is set aside, the other n-l observations are used
to estimate the forecast equations, and the final yield is
forecast for the one observation which was set aside. This
procedure is repeated n times within that month and maturity
category combination. Average forecast errors and average
absolute forecast errors are obtained by subtracting the forecast
from the actual final gross yield, and averaging across all
samples. These forecast errors are shown in Table 4.
In a majority of instances, the operational procedure has the
smaller average and average absolute forecast error.

CONCLUSIONS
The two procedures do not appear to result in the·same post-
stratification of the sample. There are statistically significant
differences between the maturity categories plots are assigned to
by the two procedures for 8 out of 10 states in August and
September, and for 3 out of 10 states in October and November.
This study was not designed to allow definitive conclusions about
why the observed differences exist, or which procedure is better
- only that the two are different.
In a majority of instances, the operational procedure had a
smaller average and average absolute forecast error than did the
research procedure.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Since the two procedures do not result in the same post-
stratification of the sample, and the forecast errors appear to
be larger with the research procedure, I recommend we discontinue
this research effort, remove Item 6.b. from the Form B's of the
Corn Objective Yield Survey, and retain the current operational
procedure for post-stratifying the sample into maturity
categor~~s.
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Table 4: Average and Average Absolute Forecast Errors in
Bushels/Acre.

state Month N Average Error Ave. Absol. Error
Research Ocerational Research Ocerational

Ill. Aug 110 0.948 0.879 39.180 35.718
Sep 218 1.078 0.847 33.568 29.623
Oct 222 0.380 0.043 16.833 15.087

Ind. Aug 80 2.036 3.215 35.070 29.819
Sep 144 1.953 2.117 29.857 25.633
Oct 151 0.145 0.387 17.775 15.776

Iowa Aug 94 1.446 4.699 40.195 35.203
Sep 193 1.216 1.507 27.476 23.585
Oct 198 0.741 0.453 17.084 14.242

Mich Aug 40 2.756 3.320 35.475 32.172
Sep 78 0.006 0.511 25.753 19.778
Oct 77 0.726 0.618 17.324 16.612

Minn Aug 77 -4.655 -3.482 36.687 34.294
Sep 154 -0.438 -0.387 29.361 26.495
Oct 155 0.547 -0.110 28.904 26.840

MO. Aug 59 4.848 3.133 31. 398 28.081
Sep 124 0.831 0.729 25.720 22.022
Oct 125 -0.111 -0.218 11.254 8.778

.Neb (1) Aug 28 -5.802 -8.013 26.739 26.631
Sep 61 1.469 2.764 27.204 20.821
Oct 65 -0.686 -0.804 19.116" 17.592

Neb(2) Aug 60 4.483 4.659 35.084 31.898
Sep 116 1.910 1.452 29.042 23.915
Oct 116 2.221 2.190 26.998 26.022

Ohio Aug 66 -0.620 0.107 43.117 37.434
Sep 145 0.605 0.660 33.195 27.678
Oct 141 1.222 1.197 23.742 21.732

SDak Aug 43 -2.534 -2.033 26.296 26.844
Sep 86 1.826 1.450 26.968 24.417
Oct 88 0.565 0.534 21.924 20.929

Wisc Aug 57 -2.073 -0.864 39.562 33.734
Sep 106 -0.334 0.138 33.898 27.048
Oct 103 1.066 0.248 25.171 24.698
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U~fTfD STATESDEPARTMENTOF AQRICULTURE Form Ac»proved
ST/:TISTICALREPORTINGSERVICE O.M.I. Number 053s.ooU

lapl,.tlon Data 71311111
c.£. 12~321·1

FORM B-1: CORN YIELD COUNTS - August 1, 1986

- ~I Qper2tO! t!pplled peltlclde. with organopholphoroul content .Ince 1.lt field yl.lt?
If YES. enter I.t.st application date and name of pesticide _

YEAR. CROP, 'ORM. MONTH
(1••••

6431
YES 0 NO 0

UNIT LOCA'f'!ON UNIT 1

Number of rows along B
edge of field •••..•••••••••

n~I':1~:.~f. ~~~~.s.~~t~•••••••

UNIT 2

B . 1370
D.te ( ) _----_
"artlng Tlma (Military Tlma)••..••. ·_37_' _

UNIT 1 UNIT 2
303 30.

• •
305 306

• •
flOW 1 flOW 2 flOW 1 I MOW 2

331 332 333 33C

SC1 3ot2 3ot3 :loW

351 352 353 ~

381 312 3e3 aG4

385 386. •

, UNIT LOCATiON COOE

1••• FIrst ylslt to I.y out unit ..••••.•••••..••••••••••• 1} I UNIT 1 I
b. Unit relocated thll month ....•••••••.•••••••••••• 23 ~er 3Cl2 307
C. Sampl. unit 1.ld out p•.•vioully ...••••••••••••••••• _, "

Skip To Item 3 if code 3
ROW SPACE MEASU::eMEr-rrS

'..L Measure distance fr.::n at.lka In Row 1
- to It.,ks In Row 2..•••••••.••...•••••••••••••• F•• t & Tenths .

b. Measur. distance from at.'h In Row 1
to at.lks In Row 5...•••.••••••••••••••.•••••• F•• t & Tenths

COUNTS WITHIN 15-FOOT UmTS

3. Number of It.lks ........•..•..••...••....•••....••..•••......
41. Number of atalks "rth eaN or anked e.r Moot.

(Item " cannot exceed Item 3 for .ny row) ••••••••••.••••••••••••

5. Number of e.rs .nd .1I:t:)d e.r Ihoot.
(Item 5 must equal or exceed Item " for cny row)••••••••••••••••

\J. 1. Number of e.rs with evidence of ken~t'] form.tlon
(Item 6 cannot exceed Item 5 for any I~N) •••••••••••••••••••••

2). Stag" of maturfty. If e.rs or IlIked e.r Io";oots
• re not yet present ent.r • code "1".
(Du not disturb e.rs inside tile unit) ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••

CI."~F.:'.VATIOMSBEYOND UNIT 2. ROW 1 O~LY: M.turity Stag. ~
Ifusk the first 5 ears or sllked ear .hoots beyond ' •.••BII.t.r .••••••• 2
Row 1 end examine for maturitY...If ears or ,liked I"ster ••••••••••• 3
e~r shoots cre not yet present CHECK () Milk ••••••••••••• 41
amI ~/~ Items 7-73.

UNIT ~

Mato:rfty Staae ~
DoUGh ••••••••• 5
Denr .••••••.•. I
M.tu •.•..•••••• 7

- ,,-:) .

"aturfto, atage of first 5 ears or llIked e.r shootl

£ar Numblr T_otalof
5 ears, 2 3 41 I

301

<12or •••• , skip Itlma • through 13-
" tot., In It.m 7 I.

13 or more, continue. (If any .ars In Item 7 ••.• Code 2, replaee eech
Code 2 e.r with the nlxt COde 3 e.r or higher and enter In Item e.)



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
ITAnSTICAL REPORTING SERVICE

Form ~prowed
O.M.I. Number 0535-0011
•••••r.tlo" D.t. 7131119
c.E. 12040321·2

FORM B-2: CORN YIELD COUNTS - September 1, 1986 ,.
YEAR. CROP, 'ORM, MONTH

(1-4»

6432

1370D.t. ( ) _
Starting Tim. (Military Time) .•...• _3_71 _

Hal op:lrator ti.~"II.d peltlcld., with organo~ho.phorou. cont.nt .'nce la,t field .'llt1
If YES,enter latest application date and name of pesticide _

UNIT LOCAT!ON UNIT 1 U~IT 2

Number of rows along B Bedge of field ........••....

~~I~~~:.~f.~~~~~.~~t~ .
UNIT LOCATlnN CODE

YES 0 fiO 0

4. Numb.r of stalks with e.:r-.::. e;t .lIlt.d .ar .hoot.
(Item" cannot exceed Item 3 for any row)...................•.•.

5. Numb.r of .ars and "'ked e:'!l ,"oot.
(Item 5 must equal or excoer;; Item" for Iny row).....•.•.•..•...

•• a. Numb.r of .ars with .vldence of k.m.1 f".)rmltlon
(It.m 6 cannot exc.ed IlIlm 5 f" any row)..................•..

b. Stag. of maturity. If e'nI ;)f .lIked .ar llloot.
ar. not y.t pre•• nt .nter a co~. "1".
(Do not disturb ears inslae the unit) •.••......••......•...••..

OBSERVATIONSBEYONDUtHT 1. ROW1 ONLY: Maturity Stag. 2!!!!.
Husk the first 5 ears or sllked elf shoots beyond •••.••BUst.r .••••••• 2
Flow 1 and examine for maturlt'l.. " e.rs or IIlked Blister .•••••••••• 3
.,r shoots Ife not yet pr.sent CHECK () Milk ••••••••••••• 4
Ind skip It.ms 7-73.

VNIl 1 I..:i:; 2
303 :so.

• •
305 306

• •

1
307

MI'1u~~St.g. ~
Dou'h .••••••.. 5
Den ..•••••••. I
"ature •••••••• 7

I~~:.~=1=T=I=~='=~=f=:

UNIT 1

r:fOW 1 ROW 2 ROv'} 1 I'\-o-W~
331 332 333 334

~1 ~2 30&3 J.w

351 352 353 354

381 382 313 ~

315 386

I
__ ~' N;m~o'4

"oturfty lIogo 01O••t 5 •••• or "'ked •• , _ •__1__ 0 t

1. a. First ~13a t:) lay o,~ !1P'!I •••••••••••••••••••••••••
b. Unit relo:=tt=' l~fs r=~·.,~h .
Co Sampl. Uillt laid o~.~pr."".:loully.............••..••.

Skip To Item 3 If code 3

ROWSPACEMEASURE~,,1jn:T5

3. Number of I1I!ka ..••.•••.•••••••...••.•...•.................•

•L Measuredlatanc. from ,talks In ~:)w 1
to .talk, In Row 2•.•.•.•.•..•••.............. Feet' & Tenths

b. M.asure dlltanc. from .talk. In Row 1
to .talks In Row 5.•..•...•.•.•.•.•......•..•. Feet & Tenths

COUNTSWITHIN 150'001 UNITS

7.

"
~

12 or •••• , .klp Item.' through 13-
total In It.m 7 ••.---a....13 or more. continue. (If any .ars In It.m 7 are Cod. 2. replac•• ach

Cod. 2 .ar with the n.xt COd. 3 .ar or hlgh.r and .nt.r In It.m 8.)



UNn'iD STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE

.' t.

Porm_rowd
O.M.I. Number 0535.0018
~Ir.tloft Dete 7131'"c.£. 12.00321·3

FORM B-3: CORN YIELD COUNTS - October 1. 1986

H•• operator applied peatlcldea with organophoaphoroua content alnce laat field wlalt?
If YES,anter latest application date and name of pesticide _

YEAR. CROP, FORM. MONTH
(1~)

6433
YES CJ NO :J

UNIT LOCATION UNIT 1

Number of rows along B
edge of field ..•..•..•....•

~~I'l;~~~.~f.~~~~~.~~t~ .

UNIT 2

B , 1
370

,
Dat. ( ) _

Starting Time (Military Time) .....• __37_' -",

UNIT LOCATION CODE

1. a. FIrst Ylsit to IIY out unit ....•..•..••...•.....•..•.. 1 } I
b. Unit ntlocat.d lhls month .....•• _•...••••••..•••... 2 Ent.r 302
c. Sampl. unit laid out pr.vlously .....•.•••.•.....•.... 3 Cod.

Skip To Item 3 If Code 3

UNIT 1

1
307

UNIT 2

, . ~OWSPACE MEASUREMENTS

2. I. M.asur. dlstanc. from .talks In Row 1
to .talks In Row 2 ....••..••••••..•.••.•.•••.. F•• t & Tenths

1».M.llur. dlstanc. from atalks In Row 1
to'atalksln Row 5..••....••.•••.•••.••.•....• F•• t & Tenths

COUNTS WITHIN 15-FOOT UNITS

UNIT 1 UNIT 2
303 300t

• •
305 306

• •

312

3. Number of .talks ..•.....•••...••...•••••••.••..•••••••••.....
341

••• Number of stalks with .ars or sllk.d ear ahoots
(Item 4 cannot .xceed Item 3 for any row) .••.•..•.••..••••••••.•

351
5. Numb.r of •• rs and sllked ear shoots

(Item 5 must equal or exceed Item 4 for any row) ..•••••••••• _••.
311

•• a. Number of .ars with .yldence of kemel formation
(Item 6 csnnot excHd Item 5 for any row) .•••..••••••••••••••.

It. Stage of maturity.
(Do not disturb ears Insld. the unit) ....•••.••••.•••••••••••.•

OBSERVATIONS BEYOND UNIT 1. ROW 2 ONLY: Maturity Stag. Code
Husk the first 5 .ars with .vidence of kern.1 P,.·Bllst.r .••••••• 2
formation (Codes 3-7) beyond Row 2 and Bliste, ..••••••••• 3
Ixamine for maturity. Milk ..•••••••••••••

313 364

Mlturity Stage ~
Douah ••••••••• 5
Denr ..•••••••••
Mlture .•.••..• 7

•• Mlturity atag. of first 5 •• rs Code 3 or hlgh.r ••••

Does Item 8 have 3 or more Code 7 ears? <::::::~
1_ 1 Iw 2 ~~:3Numl:·~=..=s=====

YES. Complet. Items 12 through 14 only.

NO. ClIntlnu •.



, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
STAnSTICAL REPORTING SERVICE

,.,.. Approved
O.M.I. Number 0535-0088
laplntlon De.e 1131188c.£. 12.00328 ••

FORM 8-4: CORN YIELD COUNTS - November 1, 1986

Has operator applied pesticides with orglnophosphorous cont.nt slnc. last field yl.lt?
If YES, ,nte, latest Ipplication date Ind name of pesticide _

YEAR,CROP, FOAM,MONTH
(1-4t

6434
YES 0 NO :J

UNIT LOCATION UNIT1

Number of rows along B
edge of field .

~~I~~~ .~f.~~~~~.I.~t~•••••••

UNIT 2

B 1
370o.te (. ) 0._-----

Slartln; Tim. (Military Time) .....•.••• 37_' -'

UNIT LOCATIONCODE

1. I. First ,Islt to layout unit 1} I UNIT 1 I
b. Unit r.locat.d lhis month............•............. 2 Enter 302 307
C. Sampl. unit laid out pr.viously ...................•.. 3 C4d•••., "

Skip To Item 3 If Code 3

UNIT 2

UNIT 1 UNIT 2
303 3CM

• •
305 306

• •

3. Number of "alks ..•....•.•••.....•.•........•.•......•.••.•..
30&1

4. Numb.r of stalks with .ars or sllk.d .Ir shoots
(Item 4 cannot .xceed Item 3 for ,ny row) .••••••.•••••••••••••••

351
5. Numb.r of .Irs and ,lIk.d .ar Ihootl

(Item 5 must .qual or ,xceed It.m 4 for any row) .•••••••••.•..••
38'

••L Numb.r of lars with ,vld.nc. of kemel formation
(Item 6 cannot exceed Item. 5 fo' .ny row) ..•••••••.•.•.•.•••••

b. Siao' of maturity.
(Do not disturb .ars Inside the unit) .•••••••••••••••.•••••••••

OBSERVATIONSBEYONDUNIT2. ROW2 ONLY: Malurlty Slag. Cod.
Husk the first 5 •• ,s with evIdence of kemel P,.8I1st" .••••••• 2
formation (Codes3-7) beyond Row2 and Blllt.r .•••••••••• 3
examine for maturity. Milk .•••••.••••••••

OWSPACEMEASUREMENTS

2. a. M•• sure dlstanc. from Italks In Row 1
to Italks In Row 2.........•...•.....••....... Feet & Tenths

b. M.asure dlstanc. from stalks In Row 1
to .talks In Row 5..............••....•....... Feet & Tenths

COUNTSWITHIN 15-FOOTUNITS

30&2

353

313

Maturity Slag. ~
DouGh ••••••••• 5
Denr ..••••..•. I
Mature .•••••.. 7

•• Mlturlty Itav. of first 5 ears Cod. 3 or higher ••••

Ear Number

1 2 3 •• 5
320 32' 322 323 324

<.:::::0 YES,Compl.te Items 12 through 14only.
Does Item 8 have 3 or more Code 7 ears? 0

NO, ContInue.



.
• UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

STATISTICAL AEPI)RTING SERVICE

.
, 1

Form Alt.-roved
O.M.I. Number 0535.ooSS
!Elqtlrltlon Dltl 7131119
c.E. 12-40321·5

FORM 8-5: CORN YIELD COUNTS - After November 1. 1986

YEAR. CROP, FORM, MONTH
(1~)

6435
YES C!Ha. operator applied pesticide. with ofVanophosphorous content .Ince la.t field vl.lt?

If YES, .nter I.test application date and name of pesticide _

UNIT LOCATION UNIT 1

Number of rows along B
edge of field .....••......•

~~l'il~:.~f.~~~~~.~~t~•••••••

UNIT 2

B 1
370Date ( ) .•...•... _

Starting Time (Military Time) _37_1 .

UNIT LOCATlON CODE

1. a. First visit to layout unit •••••••••••••••••••.• 1 }
b. Unit relocated this month ...............•...•• 2
Co Same unit laid out previously ...•..•.••••••••.••• 3

Skip to Item 3 If Code 3.

I
UNIT 1 I~c::_305 307

UNIT 2

ROW SPACE MEASUREMENTS

2. a. Measure distance from stalks In Row 1
to stalks In Row 2••••••••••••••••.••••••••• Feet & Tenths

b. Me.sure distance from stalks In Row 1
to stalks In Row 5 .•••••••••••••••...•••••• Feet & Tenths

UNIT 1 UNIT 2
303 ~

• •
305 306

. • •

COUNTS WITHIN 15-FOOT UNITS Row'
331

Row 2
332

Row'
333

Row 2
334

3. Number of stalks ..............................................................
3151

•• L Number of ears with evidence of
umel formation .

b. Stage of maturity .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(Do not disturb •• 1'$ Inside the Unit)

(NOTE: Before proceeding to unit 2, complete Items 72. 73 and 74.)
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